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Introduction

Welcome to the ninth week of the BONDS Status Report of the 2023 season! The

competition is nearing in less than 3 days, and our team is excited to show what we have

accomplished in the nine weeks leading up to the competition. From an idea at the

beginning of week 1 to a fully functioning robot, our team is proud of what we have

accomplished in a short period of time. We hope you enjoy this entry of what BONDS

Robotics accomplished in the ninth week of our official season for this season's 2023

FRC competition, Charged Up!

Build, Electrical, and Business

Team

This week, the build, electrical, and business team worked on

pit binders for competition. The build and electrical teams

made a robot handbook book to hand to the judges at the

competition, explaining how the robot moves, what subsystems

are on the robot, and CAD drawings for the different structures

on the arm. The business team finished this season's business

plan, including our financial statement and this season's

financial reflection. The build team finished the bumpers that

would go on our robot during competition and fixed parts on

the robot. As our team got ready for the competition, the team

started gathering tools for the toolbox we will take to the

competition. The electrical team accumulated all the necessary

electrical components to fix the robot, and made covers for the

wiring on the robot. This is a way to protect the wires from getting damaged. The build

team gathered tools and spare parts for the robot and did one last check before we

packed the toolbox into the trailer.
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Drive Team

The drive team was announced this week and

started practicing on our mock field. The

drive team improved daily with a faster cycle

time, good communication, and accurate

movement on the field. The drive team will

continue to practice driving the robot as we

are nearing competition.

Programming Team

The programming team accomplished numerous tasks

before heading to the competition. With mentor

support, the programming team could tune the arm

using the control system. They also set boundaries for

the arm so it would be easier for the manipulator to

control and so that the arm would not infringe on the

limits during a match. The manipulator could choose

what buttons he wanted on the controls that make the

arm move to pick up and score game pieces on the

nodes. They also adjusted the speed and drive settings

so the driver could control the robot when driving it on

the field. Finally, the programming team started

working on the auto, the first fifteen seconds of the

game, where the drivers do not control the robot. This

season, our programming team wanted to program

three autonomous codes for the first fifteen seconds of

the match. They could score a game piece when rotated

in front of the community zone (scoring location). The

headless mode on the swerve drive is functioning

correctly. The drivers can now see where joysticks move relative to how the drivers see

the robot on the field. The programming team will continue to work on finishing the

robot, as we are now four days before the competition!

We want to give a big thank you to all of our sponsors! Our team can compete because of

your support, and none of this would be possible without our sponsor's help. Our team,

BONDS, will continue improving and learning STEM skills and values this season.

To see our season's progress, please follow us on Instagram, Youtube, Tiktok, Twitter,

and our official website for weekly newsletters.
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